1966 Balkan 250C

Not a Jawa Not a DKW  
A virtually unknown (until now) motorcycle! 

Of the numerous motorcycle encyclopedias published, only one lists Balkan (no photos available)

The Barber Museum boasts one of the worlds largest motorcycle collections with over 1200 motorcycles representing 100's of manufacturers - No Balkan in their collection.

The bike was stored on a farm (hanging) for many years until it was sold to the gentleman I purchased the bike from in 2004. 
All original (including the tires!) and believed to be the" best surviving example of the entire marque in the world!" 
This according to Ivan Kolev, a Bulgarian motor historian who has among his many accomplishments has published a book on the Bulgarian motor-trade.

Currently there is an original Balkan 250 on display at the Poly technical museum in Sophia Bulgaria but not nearly as fine as the Balkan in my possession.

The tail light has been replaced and there is a small bit of touch-up paint on the bottom of the bike below the engine and some paint flaking on the finished chrome tank. Other than that it's in amazing, original condition and it runs great!

This bike made it's way to the US when an American entrepreneur who specialized in the import of used Volkswagen parts discovered the brand while in Bulgaria. He owned and operated "Valley Imports" in Detroit MI and sought to become the American distributor for the Bulgarian-made motorcycle. 
He took out several ads in motorcycle publications looking for interested parties advertising this unique, affordable bike to the U.S. market.
It is my understanding that one of the first interested parties was the Federal Government who ordered he cease this operation immediately because the bikes were produced in a communist country and thus considered contraband in the U.S. 
Valley Imports was ordered to destroy the few samples he had illegally acquired and had shipped to Valley Import.
This bike obviously didn't get destroyed. 


It is my understanding that because of the totalitarian society, nearly every Balkan motorcycle ever produced was literally driven into the ground. The economic, socialistic environment was not conducive to people putting things away for prosperity. None were kept for archival purposes by the manufacturer or collectors and thus few remain and again, apparently none in this condition.

Additionally, the vast majority of Balkan 250's produced were finished in Red. According to Ivan the Blue 250 was a "boutique model."

This motorcycle was to be featured in the now defunct "Moto-Euro Magazine." Here is the text of the teaser they published on the Moto-Euro Website:

"Peeking Behind the Curtain"
Rare and unusual doesn't begin to describe this feature bike. Type"Balkan Motorcycle" into Google and see how many references you'll find. To date, we've found zero. Escaping from behind the Iron Curtain, the Balkan was produced in Bulgaria as affordable, posy-war transportation. Due to the demanding usage, ant the utilitarian aspect of goods under communism, few survived and even fewer if any found their way stateside. Visually, the Balkan displays an interesting mix of period, CZ-type two-stroke mechanicals with aspects of English and German-inspired styling cues. Early glimpses into the Balkan's history indicates this stunningly original bike is in finer condition than the example shown at the Poly Technical Museum in Sophia and well may be the most pristine example of the entire marque. Currently in the possession of Milwaukee-based enthusiast, Moto-Euro is hard at work retracing the Balkan's path and investigating the mechanical nuances of this previously obscure motorcycle.


Here are a few questions and answers from the writer (Nolan Woodbury) and Ivan. Nolan was assigned to write the article for Moto-Euro:

Q: Who started the Balkan motorcycle company? Do you
have names of principal executives, engineers or  designers?
                       

A: It was a proposal from side of some aircraft engineers, leaded by eng.Dimitar Damyanov. Between 1941 and 1954 this factory makes airplanes – Bulgarian designed types DAR-9, DAR-10 etc. After that, this kind of production has been discontinued by order of soviet “experts”. For the next two years factory in a town of Lovetch (but with the same team – mainly aircraft engineers, constructors and all kind of specialists) was forced to produce some unrepresentative products like agricultural machines and even beehives (no mistake!). The situation of the factory became very bad, and eng.Damianov was trying to save the situation with such kind of proposal. Fortunately the Industrial ministry supported this project, despite at this period no one in Bulgaria has serious plans to produce cars or motorcycles. The simple reason is that between 1944 and 1955 all the import, trade and all the sales of cars and motorcycles for private customers was forbidden...

                       Q: Could you clearly define the difference between the
                        DKW-inspired Balkans, and the later Jawa-type
                        machines? What are the main differences?

A: You can find the difference between the first series Balkan-250 from 1956-57 and DKW-250 only in some slight ornamental details. Engine and all the mechanics are exactly the same with the German model. All the technology was used unlegal, without official license. In the second and actually last model, presented in 1958 engine and mechanix remained the same, but the styling was refreshed, resembling a Jawa – this is the only common characteristic with the Czech model.

                        

Model                        Balkan 250С
Production period     1958 – 1971
Produced numbers     71 368
Engine                        two-stroke, 1-cylinder
Capacity                     247 cm2
Maximum speed        110 km/h
Maximum power       12,5 hp
Fuel consumption       3,3 – 3,5 L 100 km
Weight                        150 kg
Fuel tank capacity       16 L






